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Abstract
In Fall 2014 we offered an online course CS 7637 Knowledge-Based Artificial Intelligence:
Cognitive Systems (KBAI) to about 200 students as part of the Georgia Tech Online MS in
CS program. We incorporated lessons from learning science into the design of the projectbased online KBAI course. We embedded ~150 microexercises and ~100 AI nanotutors into
the online videos. As a quasi-experiment, we ran a typical residential class with 75 students in
parallel, with the same course syllabus, structure, assignments, projects and examinations.
Based on the feedback of the students in the online KBAI class, and comparison of their
performance with the students in the residential class, the online course appears to have been
a success. In this paper, we describe the design, development and delivery of the online KBAI
class. We also discuss the evaluation of the course.
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Background, motivations and goals
We conduct research into artificial intelligence (AI). Given that we want artificial intelligence (AI) to
grow as a field of study, we need to educate new generations of scientists in the discipline. Further,
given the early stage of AI research, we want to train the new students in the different paradigms of AI
research. Thus, in Fall 2014, we began offering an online course called CS7637: Knowledge-Based
Artificial Intelligence: Cognitive Systems (KBAI for short) to around 200 students as part of the new
Georgia Tech Online Masters of Science in Computer Science program (OMSCS for short). Although
the online course partially builds on a residential course on KBAI we have taught at Georgia Tech for
several years, it nevertheless raised the question: how does one design an effective, repeatable and
scalable online course?

Much to our surprise (as well as a little disappointment), we found little guidance on this key question
when we started designing the online KBAI course in December 2013. The Georgia Tech OMSCS
program officially started only in January 2014, and, thus, when we started designing our course in
December 2013, we had little knowledge of the demographics, backgrounds, and goals of students in
the program and little prospect for learning from our colleagues. Other than the materials from the
legacy residential KBAI class, we were mostly on our own in designing the online course.
Right at the start we made several strategic decisions. First, we elected to characterize the cognitive
systems school of AI as human-level, human-centered, and human-like AI. This characterization builds
on Goel & Davies (2011) and is compatible with other characterizations of cognitive systems such as
Langley (2011; 2012). Second, we decided not to directly transfer the course materials from the legacy
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residential KBAI class to the online KBAI course. Although this would have been the simplest course
of action, we decided to view the task of designing the online course as an opportunity to reflect on
the learning goals, strategies, outcomes, and assessments of the course. Third, we decided not to follow
the most common method for making online courses: replay of videotapes of residential classes.
Although again this would have been the simplest course of action, we thought that this method is
both limited by the constraints of the old residential medium and takes minimal advantage of the
affordances of the new online medium. Fourth, we decided to view the design, development and
delivery of the online KBAI course as an experiment in design-based research on online learning. Fifth,
we decided to incorporate as many lessons from the learning sciences into the design of the online
KBAI course as possible within the limits of resources available to us. Thus, we adopted learning
strategies such as learning by example, learning by doing, project-based learning, collaborative
learning, and more. Sixth, we decided to use as much interactive educational technology in the online
course as possible, again within the limits of available resources. Thus, we developed and embedded
~150 interactive “microexercises” and ~100 AI agents acting as “nanotutors” into the interactive
exercises of the online course. Seventh, as a quasi-experiment, we ran a typical residential class with 75
students in parallel, with the same course syllabus, schedule and structure and the same assignments,
projects and examinations, as the online course. The parallel residential class provides a mechanism
for summative evaluation of learning in the online class.
Based on the feedback from students in the online class and comparison of their performance with
that of the residential class's students, the online KBAI course appears to have been effective at learning
about cognitive systems. Indeed, we offered other sections in Spring 2015 and Summer 2015, and this
semester (Fall 2016) we are repeating the quasi-experiment. As we expected, some elements of the
online course worked better than others. In this paper, we present the design, development, and
delivery of the online KBAI class. We also discuss evaluation of the course based on student feedback
and student performance in Fall 2014.
Georgia Tech Online MS in CS Program
The Georgia Tech Online Masters of Science in Computer Science program (OMSCS) is a new
program of study launched in January 2014 (www.omscs.gatech.edu/). The online courses are
supported and delivered by Udacity (www.udacity.com/georgia-tech), and the program is supported
by a grant from AT&T. The goals of the OMSCS program are to offer the same educational programs
and courses online that Georgia Tech offers to residential students in its regular MS in CS program.
Admission to the online program is selective and competitive. It presently offers nearly 20 courses to
almost 3000 students, an order of magnitude more than the number of students in the residential
program. However, while the residential MS in CS degree can cost several tens of thousands of dollars,
the OMSCS degree costs only several thousand dollars; thus, the online program is an order of
magnitude less costly. Once the students in the online program complete the same course requirements
as the residential students, they will receive a Masters in Computer Science with no “online”
designation on the degree. The first matriculations are expected at the end of the Fall 2015 term. The
assumption is that the learning in the OMSCS program will be as substantial, deep, and rigorous as
in the residential MS in CS program.
Design of an experiment on online learning
We view the online KBAI course as an experiment in design-based research on online learning, not as
a final product. In design-based research (Brown, 1992; Collins, 1992), an educational intervention is
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introduced, extensive formative assessment is conducted, the intervention is redesigned in an iterative
cycle of design, evaluate, redesign. Toward these ends, we conducted extensive formative assessment
throughout the course. We obtained IRB approval and collected student demographic data at the start
of the class. We conduct anonymized student surveys at the one-quarter, half, and end points of the
semester-long class. Georgia Tech also conducts its own summative course survey at the end.
In a quasi-experiment we ran a regular residential class with 75 students in parallel with the online
course, with the same course syllabus, structure, assignments, projects, examinations, and graders, but
with only the typical lectures and discussions and no online videos. In a quasi-experimental design
(Shadish, Cook & Campbell, 2002), there is a control group (the residential class in our study) and
an experimental group (the online class), but subjects in the two groups are not assigned randomly.
Further, in a quasi-experimental study, there can be confounding variables that are not controlled,
such as demographic differences in our study. Nevertheless, the parallel residential class provides a
baseline for evaluation of learning in the online class.
An interesting byproduct of this quasi-experimental study was that in designing the online KBAI class
we also extensively redesigned the syllabus, schedule, structure, assignments, projects, and
examinations of the residential class. This extensive redesign process was motivated by the incentive
to dedicate extra time and energy to the development of teaching materials given their intended reuse
semester after semester; this redesign improved the residential class as well.
Learning goals, outcomes, assessments and strategies
Our design for the KBAI class, both online and residential, follows a four-tiered learning hierarchy.
At the apex of the hierarchy are the learning goals of the class: the content we want students to have
learned at the end of the course. At the second level are the learning outcomes: the demonstrable skills
we expect students to possess to show mastery of the learning goals. At the third level are the learning
assessments: tools to evaluate the degree to which students have demonstrated the learning outcomes.
At the base of the hierarchy are the learning strategies: specific strategies to help students accomplish
the learning goals.

Learning goals
We have four main learning goals for the class:
•   G1 - Methods: Students will learn the core methods of KBAI. These methods include schemes
for structured knowledge representation, schemes for memory organization, methods for
reasoning, methods for learning, methods for meta-reasoning, and cognitive architectures.
•   G2 - Tasks: Students will learn the common tasks addressed by KBAI such as classification,
planning, understanding, explanation, diagnosis, and design.
•   G3 - Systems: Students will learn ways AI agents can use these methods to address these tasks.
•   G4 – Cognition: Students will learn the relationship between KBAI and cognitive science, using
theories of human cognition to inspire design of human-centered, human-level, and/or
human-like AI, and using designs of AI agents for insights about cognition.
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Learning Outcomes
Learning outcomes refer to observable products and results of learning. We expect three main learning
outcomes based on the above learning goals:
•   O1 - Build Systems: The primary learning outcome is that students should be able to design,
implement, evaluate, and describe KBAI agents. The design and description of KBAI agents
relates to the first learning goal G1: in order to design such an agent, knowledge of the core
methods of KBAI is necessary. Implementation and evaluation, in turn, address the third
learning goal G3, to carry out those designs in an actual agent.
•   O2 - Address Complex Problems: Students should also be able to use these strategies to address
practical problems; this learning outcome addresses the second learning goal G2, where
students will be able to articulate the relationship between KBAI agents and big real-world
problems.
•   O3 - Reflect on Cognition: In addition, students should be able to use the design of KBAI agents
to reflect on human cognition (and vice versa); this addresses the fourth learning goal G4.
Learning assessments
In order to evaluate the learning outcomes (and, transitively, the learning goals), we use five types of
assessment.
•   A1 - Projects: Four design and programming projects. The four projects are related, with each
project building on preceding projects. Together these projects will address a big problem
(such as taking an intelligence test). These projects will assess students' ability to actually design
and implement a KBAI agent using the methods discussed in the class.
•   A2 - Assignments: Eight short assignments. In these written assignments, students will
conceptually describe how a particular method might be used to complete the project. Students
can choose the eight course topics to use (from the ~24 methods in all).
•   A3 - Tests: Two take-home tests, a midterm and a final, which examine students ability to
reason through the application of the course's topics to a greater variety of problems than is
covered in the project.
•   A4 - Exercises: A large number (~150) microexercises throughout the course. Although these
are not incorporated into their grades, these provide us with a look at how students are
interacting with and mastering the class material.
•   A5 - Interactions: Students’ interactions with one another, the TAs and the professor.
Participation here is not graded explicitly, but it is set as an explicit expectation at the
beginning of the course, and interactions here will be used to evaluate students' progress.
Learning strategies
In order to achieve the above learning goals and learning outcomes, we use ten broad pedagogical
motivations: learning by example, learning by doing, authenticity, project-based learning, personalized
learning, collaborative learning, peer-to-peer learning, learning by teaching, communities of practice,
and learning by reflection.
•   S1 - Learning by Example: Each of the ~25 lessons begins with an example of a real-world task
for which we want to build an AI agent. This example is then used throughout the explanation
of the method in that lesson to tie the method back to a particular practical problem. Further,
each important concept in each lesson is explained with an example. The students see >150
examples of KBAI methods and concepts in the class.
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•   S2 - Learning by Doing: Each lesson includes several micro-exercises, one for each main concept
in the class, for a total of ~150 microexercises over ~25 lessons. As students address each of the
exercises, they are given targeted feedback directly to the nature of their answer. To give this
feedback, we have constructed nanotutors for most exercises. This feedback provides a route
from the student's current completion of the exercise to the right answer. Further, as part of
each lesson, students actively solve a problem of the same sort they previously saw in the main
example (S1 - Learning by Example) that builds on exercises in the lesson. Thus, in each lesson,
students receive at least two problem-solving examples, one at the start of the lesson that we
use for situating the lesson and the other from the problem they solve towards the end of the
lesson.
•   S3 - Authenticity of Learning: Whenever possible, we take examples from the real world. Even
when this is not possible, we relate the examples to the real world. Further, whenever possible,
we relate each topic to current research.
•   S4 - Project-Based Learning: During the course, each student completes a semester-long project
broken into four phases. The big project addresses a real, big and complex problem: taking an
intelligence test (a kind of mini Turing test; A1). In service of this project, students are asked
to conceptually relate several class lessons to the project in the form of written design
assignments (A2). Thus, each topic covered in the class is tied directly to the overall project
for the class. Further, students are able to run their projects against a set of sample problems
to discern exactly how well their project currently operates. Students receive feedback in real
time on its success and can revise the project accordingly
•   S5 - Personalized Learning: Personalization is incorporated throughout the course. First, on
every exercise, students are given individualized, targeted feedback (S2). Similarly, on the
projects, students are able to run their projects and receive feedback in real time on its success
and can revise the project accordingly. Third, students are provided with a high-level mental
map for the course, allowing them to navigate between topics to pursue their interests rather
than always follow our scripted order of the course. Fourth, students are given leeway in
choosing which assignments to complete for the course; they must complete 8 short
assignments, but they can choose from around 24 different prompts.
•   S6 - Collaborative Learning: We form small “study groups” of all the students in the course.
While the tests, the projects and the assignments in the course require individual work, we
encourage the study groups to work together on all aspects of the course (including discussions
about the projects and the exercises).
•   S7 - Peer-to-Peer Learning: After each test, project and assignment, we publicly post the best
tests/projects/assignments along with our critiques. Students are requested to read through the
outstanding work; they are expected to raise their own work to the same level of excellence.
•   S8 - Learning by Teaching: We empower the students and provide opportunities to students to
act as teachers to one another. We ask the students to provide feedback to other students in
their assignments (though we do not count this feedback as part of the grade).
•   S9 - Learning by Reflection: At the conclusion of each lesson, we ask each student to reflect on
what they learned in the class. Each design project requires the writing of a design report that
explains and critiques, and reflects on the student’s work on the project.
•   S10 - Community of Practice: We use an online discussion forum dedicated to the class to help
develop a community of practice. We encourage all students to introduce themselves on the
forum, and support peer-to-peer information sharing, question answering, as well as
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discussions and debates. The TAs and the professor not only monitor the forum and publicly
answer questions, but they also seed discussions. We also hold regular office hours via Google
Hangout.

Design of the KBAI course
Design of the online CS7637 KBAI course began in December 2013. At present the course is
comprised of 26 lessons. The lessons vary in length based on the topic (one of the advantages of
preparing the class in this medium), but average to approximately one hour per lesson when including
the time students spend completing the interactive microexercises in each lesson. The videos of all 26
lessons are now available publicly and freely through Udacity. A (free) Udacity account is required the
lessons: https://www.udacity.com/course/knowledge-based-ai-cognitive-systems--ud409.

Figure 1: An example of a microexercise and the output of the nanotutor on the right.
Course syllabus
The KBAI course contains lessons on the following topics: (1) Introduction to the course, (2)
Introduction to KBAI, (3) Semantic Networks, (4) Generate & Test, (5) Means-Ends Analysis and
Problem Reduction, (6) Production Systems, (7) Frames, (8) Learning by Storing Cases, (9) CaseBased Reasoning, (10) Incremental Concept Learning, (11) Classification, (12) Logic, (13) Planning,
(14) Understanding, (15) Commonsense Reasoning, (16) Scripts, (17) Explanation-Based Learning,
(18) Analogical Reasoning, (19) Generalization and Version Spaces, (20) Constraint Propagation, (21)
Configuration, (22) Diagnosis, (23) Learning by Correcting Mistakes, (24) Meta-Reasoning, (25)
Advanced Topics, and (26) Course Wrap-Up.
Exercises and tutors
Embedded in the 26 video lessons are ~150 interactive microexercises, averaging to approximately six
exercises per lesson. This leads to an interactive microexercise approximately every eight minutes in a
lesson. The exercises in the KBAI class go beyond what is typical in most MOOCs. First, the exercises
are typically far more open-ended and iterative than simple multiple-choice or short fill-in-the-blank
questions. Figure 1 illustrates one microexercise. The input for the exercise is comprised of freeresponse text that is instructed to follow a certain format. Other exercises in the course combine several
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multiple-choice questions, multiple free-response text boxes, and other more complicated structures.
In this way, the activities that students are offered in the midst of these lessons are far more authentic
and creative than answering simple multiple-choice questions.
Secondly, a set of nanotutors augments the microexercises. The majority of the interactive exercises in
the course are equipped with a nanotutor, building on our earlier work on intelligent tutoring systems
(reference deleted for bind reviewing). These nanotutors give students targeted, individualized, justin-time feedback on students' responses to the current exercise. The tutors operate first by examining
whether the input to the problem even makes sense. If not, the nanotutor supplies feedback on the
type of input it will understand, guiding students along to the closed input set that it can process.
Then, once it understands the input, it examines whether that input is valid; in the exercise above, it
would check if all the moves are legal. If the input is valid according to the rules of the exercise, it
moves on to checking correctness; in the exercise above, there exists valid feedback that does not answer
the actual question of the exercise. Finally, for some microexercises, the nanotutor also checks to see if
the answer is the best answer. In the exercise above, the nanotutor might comment that while the goal
was achieved, it could have been achieved in fewer moves.
Readings
As in the residential class in previous years, the recommended readings came from several textbooks
such as Winston (1993), Stefik (1995), Nilsson (1998), and Russell & Norvig (2009). We also
included several optional readings on selected topics such as Lehman, Laird & Rosenbloom (2006) on
the SOAR cognitive architecture.
Projects
As in the residential class in previous years, the projects in the KBAI class are built around the Raven's
Progressive Matrices (RPM) test of intelligence. Due to copyright and other issues, we are unable to
use the actual RPM as part of the class projects, but instead we have developed a set of RPM-inspired
problems that leverage the same transformations and reasoning strategies seen on the actual RPM.
Figure 2 illustrates a 2x1 problem from our problem set. On the top is a 2x1 matrix with one entry
missing. On the bottom are six choices. The task is to write an AI agent that can autonomously select
one of the six choices on the bottom for insertion into the missing entry on the top and completion
of the pattern in the 2x1 matrix. Similarly, Figure 3 illustrates a 3x3 problem from our problem set.
On the left is a 3x3 matrix with one entry missing. On the right are six choices. The task again is to
write an AI agent that can autonomously select one of the six choices on the right to insert into the
missing entry on the left and thereby complete the pattern in the 3x3 matrix.
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Figure 2: A 2x1 visual analogy problem inspired by the Raven's Progressive Matrices test.
(The correct answer is 3.)

For the Fall 2014 section of the class, we used 123 of such problems: 27 2x1, 48 2x2, and 48 3x3.
Although 2x1 problems are not present on the actual RPM, we use them as a soft introduction to the
type of reasoning that is needed on the test. In Fall 2014, students completed four projects. In projects
1, 2, and 3, students addressed the 2x1, 2x2, and 3x3 problems respectively; each project was also run
against the problems from the previous project(s). In these three projects, students designed KBAI
agents that operated on symbolic, verbal descriptions of the RPM problem designed by [the second
author] and given as part of the input. In project 4, the input to the AI agents was the image files
representing each frame of a problem. (Joyner et al., 2015) provide more information on the nature
of these projects.

Figure 3: A 3x3 visual analogy problem inspired by the Raven's Progressive Matrices test.
(The correct answer is 3.)
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Assignments
In Fall 2014, students also completed eight written assignments. Each assignment had the same general
prompt: choose any of the topics covered in the class and discuss how that topic might be used to
address RPM problems. 24 total topics are covered in the class, meaning that each student would
choose 8 of the 24 topics to use at some point during the semester. Early in the semester, these
assignments served to help students brainstorm and gather feedback on their approaches to designing
their agents; later in the semester, these assignments served to help students think about how these
techniques be used to address bigger, broader problems than the handful of RPM provided during the
projects.
Examinations
There were 2 examinations: 1 mid-term examination and 1 final examination. Both examinations were
of the “take home” type. Thus, the students had access to all kinds of information resources at their
disposal. All questions on the mid-term and final examinations were open-ended. For the mid-term
examination, the questions were based on a science fiction story. The questions on the final
examinations originated from research projects in our laboratory.
Development and delivery of the online course
It is important to distinguish two different elements of the KBAI course: development and delivery.
‘Development’ refers to the process by which the course materials were assembled, recorded, edited,
and reviewed. The result of the development process is a kind of “video textbook” of sorts, a collection
of high-quality video lessons together with the readings, projects, assignments, grading rubrics, and
other reusable materials. ‘Delivery’ refers to the act of actually teaching the course in a particular
semester, which involves several facets that cannot be reused from semester to semester, such as office
hours, virtual interactions on the discussion forums, examinations, and the actual grading.

Development of the course
Development of the KBAI course began in February of 2014 with an intense two-day boot camp.
During this boot camp, the course developers (and authors of this paper) visited the Udacity
headquarters in Mountain View to learn the Udacity course development process and recording
procedures. During this boot camp, we developed the learning goals, outcomes, and strategies for the
entire course, as well as the entire structure of the course, identifying the 26 distinct lessons for
production and recording.
After completing the boot camp, we began a two-month (March to May 2015) process of scripting
the 26 lessons. Just as we had done for the course as a whole, for each lesson we articulated a set of
learning goals, outcomes, and strategies, as well as a set of assessments and a lesson plan. Each lesson
was constructed around a series of interactive microexercises and opened with a video of the professor
describing the learning goals and outline for the lesson, then moved on to a visually rich explanation
of the topic. At the conclusion, course developer [the second author] briefly recaps what was learned
during the lesson and connects the lesson to other parts of the class.
At the conclusion of the scripting process, we spent two months (May to July 2015) recording the
lessons and turning the scripts into polished, final videos. After recording all the filmed material for
the class, we assembled the descriptions and rubrics for the course’s four projects, eight assignments,
and two exams (July to August 2015).
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Delivery of the course
The KBAI course launched in middle of August 2014 and ended in the middle of December 2014 for
a total of 16 weeks of learning. We used a number of tools during the course: video lessons were
delivered via Udacity, assignments and announcements were given and received through Georgia
Tech’s Learning Management System T-Square; office hours were handled through Google Hangouts;
and the discussion forum was hosted on Piazza (www.piazza.com). We also used an interactive tool
developed locally by our colleague Joe Gonzales, a graduate student at Georgia Tech, for managing
peer-to-peer feedback on the assignments. In addition, we wrote scripts for running and grading the
students’ AI agents on the 123 problems in the four projects.
The teaching team for the online KBAI and the parallel residential class consisted of 9 TAs in addition
to the two course developers and authors of this article. Between the two courses, all assessments were
identical: students completed the same assignments, projects, and examinations. Grading was
performed blind as well; graders were not aware of which papers or projects came from online students
and which came from residential students.
Student demographics
At the start of the Fall 2014 course, we administered a survey to students to examine the overall
demographics of students in the online course in comparison to the residential. (The results presented
here are only from students who consented to participate in the IRB approved research study (though
we do not anticipate systematic differences from the class as a whole because of the fairly large sample
sizes). Table 1 summarizes the student demographics in the online and residential sections of the KBAI
class in Fall 2014. The student demographics in the online class were strikingly different compared to
the demographics of the residential class OMSCS students were on average older, with nearly half
(47%) falling between 25 and 34 years old. 82% of residential students, by contrast, were under the
age of 24. A total of 86% of OMSCS students were above age 25. OMSCS students were significantly
more educated as well: 87% of OMSCS students had previously completed a Bachelor's degree, 11%
already completed a Master's degree, and 2% already had a Doctoral degree. By contrast, 50% of the
residential course was working on their Bachelor's degree, while 43% already had a Bachelor's and 6%
already had a Masters. In addition, OMSCS students had on average twice as much programming
experience as the residential students (10 years compared to 5 years). The majority of OMSCS students
also reported that they also have full-time jobs and families, while the majority of residential students
are full-time students without families.
Interestingly, while the overwhelming majority of residential graduate students in the College of
Computing at Georgia Tech are international students, the majority of the OMSCS students were
American students. 89% of students in the OMSCS KBAI class resided in the United States while
11% resided abroad. Additionally, while 24% of the residential class was female, only 9% of the online
class was female.
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Table 1: Student demographics in the online and residential sections.
Online
Residential
<24:
15% <24:
82%
Age
25-34:
47% 25-34:
17%
>35: 39%
>35: 1%
Female:
10% Female:
24%
Gender
Male: 90%
Male: 76%
Bachelor's:
87% Bachelor's:
94%
Highest Level of Prior
Master's:
11% Master's:
6%
Education
Doctoral: 2%
Doctoral: 0%
International:
13% International:
68%
International or Domestic
Domestic: 87%
Domestic: 32%
Full-Time:
90% Full-Time:
5%
Employment Status
Part-Time:
5% Part-Time:
15%
None: 5%
None: 80%
<4:
16% <4:
28%
4-8:
29% 4-8:
62%
Years of Programming
9-13:
21% 9-13:
9%
Experience
14-18:
20% 14-18:
1%
>18: 14%
>18: 0%
The topic is interesting; AI is a
The course is required to
Top Reasons for Enrollment
useful career skill; AI will
complete their degree; the topic is
in CS7637
complement existing CS
interesting; AI will complement
knowledge.
existing CS knowledge.

Expectations and retention
When asked at the start of the term, how much time they anticipated spending on the class, OMSCS
students replied an average of 10.9 hours per week, with a high standard deviation (5.6). For
comparison, residential students expected to spend only 7.9 hours per week with a standard deviation
of 4.0. The general Georgia Tech heuristic is that students will spend three total hours for each credit
hour taken; CS7637 is a three-credit hour class, and thus the actual time expectation prescribed by
this heuristic would be 9 hours of time outside the classroom.
The online class started with 196 students. At the end of the semester, 170 students were enrolled in
the class and received a grade for it, a completion rate of about 87%. This is a very high rate compared
to other OMSCS classes and much higher than most MOOCs. The rate also mimics the common rate
for residential offerings; in Fall 2014, for example, the residential offering of CS7637 had a completion
rate of 88%.
Discussions in the online classroom
The Piazza discussion forum acted as the virtual classroom for the online KBAI class. The function
that it plays is so important that students deeply appreciated it, but at the same time, it could become
overwhelming for some students. The 170 students who concluded the class generated ~6500
contributions during the semester, while the residential section generated ~925 contributions from 70
students.
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Evaluation of the KBAI course
As we mentioned earlier, we view the online KBAI course as one iteration in design-based research on
online learning in cognitive systems. Thus, evaluation of learning in the KBAI course is an important
question for further iterations of the course. In evaluating the online course, two approaches can be
taken. First, we may look at student responses to the several surveys offered during the course; although
student evaluations are not a complete metric for evaluating course success, they do offer valuable
insights into students' perceptions of the course. To complete the picture, however, we may then look
at student performance in the course, especially in comparison to the residential course. The residential
course has been offered for many years and has led to strong learning in the past, and thus, the
residential section provides a useful, if only partial, control condition against which to examine the
performance of the online students.

Student feedback on the KBAI course
Questions on student perceptions of the course take two forms: open-ended survey questions and
responses to Likert-scale questions asking for general thoughts on the quality of the course. Four
surveys were administered throughout the semester asking for student feedback on the course: a
quarter-course survey after 5 weeks, a mid-course survey after 9 weeks, an end-of-course survey after
15 weeks, and the final institute-sponsored survey after the class ended. Altogether the student
feedback collected for the class totals over a hundred pages, and is far too thorough to report
conclusively here. In lieu of the fine-grained analysis of individual parts and tools used in the course,
we instead present three high-level views of the course as a whole.
Table 2: Student responses to a number of items on the end-of-course survey*
Prompt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

On a scale of 1 (way too slow) to 7 (way too fast),
how would you rate the pace of CS7637?

0%

1%

5%

83%

9%

2%

1%

On a scale of 1 (way too easy) to 7 (way too hard),
how would you rate the difficulty or rigor of CS7637?

0%

2%

13%

71%

12%

2%

0%

On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "The lectures were informative and
easy to understand."

0%

0%

2%

0%

5%

35%

58%

On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "The exercises provided during the
lectures kept me engaged."

1%

0%

2%

7%

17%

40%

33%

On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "The feedback I received from the
exercises enhanced my understanding of the
lessons."

1%

2%

10%

5%

15%

37%

29%

On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "Overall, the video lessons were
valuable in helping me learn."

0%

0%

1%

1%

7%

28%

63%
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On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "Piazza improved my experience in
this class."

1%

2%

2%

7%

18%

38%

29%

On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "Having an assigned study group
improved my experience in this class."

15%

28%

11%

15%

7%

5%

2%

On a scale of 1 to 7, please rate your agreement with
the statement: "The Peer Feedback system
improved my experience in this class."

7%

15%

11%

18%

21%

22%

6%

*Note: Unless otherwise noted, scales of 1 to 7 are from "Strongly Disagree" to "Strongly Agree", with
"Neither Agree nor Disagree" in the middle. Rows that may not always add to 100% due to students omitting
the question.

Internal systematic evaluations
During the surveys, we asked students several questions to examine the pace, rigor, and quality of the
CS7637 course. In all these areas, we found the results we would desire and expect: students rated the
course as appropriate, with a slight skew toward students finding the course a little too hard or fast.
This matches the reputation of Georgia Tech as a tough university and the desired level of challenge
we wanted to create.
With regard to pace, during the mid-course survey, 76% of the class responded that the pace of the
course was about right, while 18% rated the course as too fast. With regard to rigor, students similarly
rated the course as "about right" overall, with 73% of students rating the rigor as appropriate in the
mid-course survey while 21% chose some level of rating the course as too difficult. Students also
generally agreed with positive statements regarding the course's quality. In the mid-course survey,
students were given four statements and asked to rate their level of agreement or disagreement. 97%
of OMSCS students agreed that "The lectures are informative and easy to understand." 90% agreed
that "The exercises provided during the lectures keep me engaged." 80% agreed that "The feedback I
receive from the exercises enhances my understanding of the material." 99% agree that "Overall, the
video lessons are valuable in helping me learn."
Georgia Tech also gives students a survey to complete at the end of the semester. This survey is notable
because anonymity is more clearly protected; while we assure students we do not know who submits
which survey responses, they are forced to take us at our word; in this Institute survey, however, their
responses went directly to the Institute rather than to us. Here, too student ratings of the course were
similarly positive. Students reported spending an appropriate amount of time on the course, with 55%
reporting spending 9 to 12 hours a week on the course and 39% reporting spending more. Several
Likert-scale questions were administered as well, and their interpolated medians on a scale of 1 to 5
were received. With regard to the amount learned, an interpolated median of 4.7 was observed, with
61% of the class selecting 5 and 30% selecting 4. Interpolated means of 4.6, 4.4, and 4.8 were observed
respectively on questions regarding whether assignments facilitated learning, measured knowledge,
and met course objectives; on each item, over 50% of respondents selected a 5. Most importantly, the
course received an interpolated median of 4.8 with regards to its overall effectiveness, with 73% of
students selecting 'Strongly Agree' when asked if the course was effective.
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Compared to other courses
During the quarter-, mid-, and end-of-course surveys, we asked students to compare the KBAI course
to three other categories of courses: other OMSCS courses, other online courses outside the OMSCS,
and all other courses they have taken. The statistics cited here are from the mid-course survey, while
the table displays the results from the end-of-course survey.
With regard to the videos and lessons themselves (separate from any other element of the class), 69%
of students who had taken other OMSCS courses rated the course's lessons and videos as better than
other OMSCS courses; 83% of students who had taken other online courses rated KBAI’s materials
as superior; and, most interestingly, 79% rated them as better than the lectures for other classes they
have taken as a whole, online or residential. This is notable for three reasons. First, the development
of the KBAI class received the same allocation of resources as other OMSCS courses, and yet a notable
majority of students rated the course materials as superior to other OMSCS courses. This suggests that
the focus on learning goals, strategies, assessments, and outcomes within the videos led to a significant
difference in students' perceptions of the materials. Second, this online classroom was rated by a
significant majority of students in the class as better than other classes they have taken, including
residential classes; this is contrary to the somewhat common notion that online classes trade the quality
of the class for increased accessibility and affordability. Instead, here we see that despite being online,
the class was still rated superior. Third and perhaps most remarkably, 79% of students prefer the online
KBAI course over their traditional classes but only 69% prefer it over other OMSCS classes; this
suggests that the OMSCS program itself is perceived positively relative to traditional course
experiences.
The above question focused on a comparison of the course materials, separate from the course as a
cohesive whole. We also asked students to rate the course as a whole compared to the same three
groups of other courses; in this comparison, students are comparing the assessments, projects, forum
interactions, and the rest of the class rather than just the videos. On the mid-course survey, 76% of
the students who have taken other OMSCS courses rated KBAI as better; 91% of the students who
have taken other online courses rated KBAI as better; and 77% of the students rated KBAI as better
than other classes as a whole. Here, we see a few additional interesting impacts. First, the third
advantage seen previously disappears a bit; this suggests that the polished and produced videos are
regarded as better than traditional lectures, but that the course experience as a whole is rated
consistently between traditional classes and OMSCS classes. Second, there exists a jump in perception,
suggesting that there are positive impressions of CS7637 separate from the videos themselves. Third,
despite the equal resources, CS7637 is again rated significantly higher than other OMSCS courses,
suggesting that the emphasis on a close tie between learning goals, outcomes, strategies, and
assessments is improving the student experience.
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Table 3: Student responses to questions comparing CS7637 to other classes*
Prompt

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the quality of
the video lessons and exercises in KBAI compared to
other OMS courses you've taken?

0%

1%

2%

15%

24%

23%

14%

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the quality of
the video lessons and exercises in KBAI compared to
other non-OMS online classes you've taken?

0%

2%

1%

7%

13%

30%

29%

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the quality of
the lectures in KBAI compared to any other college
courses you've taken, including courses in-person?

0%

1%

2%

10%

25%

44%

16%

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the quality of
the KBAI course as a whole, including the assignments,
projects, and forum discussions, compared to other
OMS courses you've taken?

0%

1%

1%

9%

24%

23%

20%

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the quality of
the KBAI course as a whole, including the assignments,
projects, and forum discussions, compared to other nonOMS online courses you've taken?

0%

0%

2%

4%

11%

40%

24%

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the quality of
the KBAI course as a whole, including the assignments,
projects, and forum discussions, compared to any other
college courses you've taken, including courses inperson?

0%

0%

6%

9%

22%

39%

22%

On a scale of 1 to 7, how would you rate the overall
quality of CS7637: Knowledge-Based AI?

0%

0%

1%

0%

16%

31%

52%

*Note: 7-point Likert scale questions ranged from "Significantly Worse Than" (1) to "Significantly Better
Than" (7). The final question ranged from "Bad" (1) to "Excellent" (7).

Free-Response Feedback
Finally, we asked students to provide free-response answers to two questions on the course as a whole:
what elements they liked and wished to see used in other courses, and what elements they would
suggest changing for future semesters. Students put forth several different elements that they would
like to see used in other future classes. With regard to the design of the course videos and lessons,
many students commented on the strong top-down structure of the course, wherein each lesson is
mapped to the big picture explicitly throughout the course. Relatedly, students also remarked on the
design and quality of the lessons themselves. With regard to the design of the course's assessments,
students were very positive about the flexibility and project-based nature of the course. Many students
expressed positivity that the project left room for them to explore in their own desired directions rather
than being forced to meet a firm set of standards and metrics. The most common piece of positive
feedback, however, was on the level of communication with the course developers and the way in
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which the teaching team created the kind of course routine that would otherwise arise naturally in a
residential course.
Overall, students were overwhelmingly positive about the course. One student commented, "Please
have other OMSCS courses follow the teaching methodology used in this course." Another replied,
"Overall, one of the best courses I have ever taken either in person or online." And, perhaps most
significantly, a third wrote, "This course impressed on me so much that I have changed my
specialization from Software and DB to Interactive Intelligence."
Students also noted areas for potential improvement. Interestingly, the most common critique was
that students wanted more depth in the material; many students themselves actually requested more
readings, more coding assignments, and other additional required material. Beyond this feedback, the
majority of suggestions were largely ecological, such as resolving the difficulty with navigating a very
busy forum and the fragmented nature of interacting with so many different course tools.
Student performance in the KBAI course
Students in the Fall 2014 offering of the KBAI course completed eight written assignments, four
projects, and two exams. All assignments were graded blindly; graders were not aware which students
came from the online class and which came from the residential class, and each grader received
assignments to grade from both sections. Table 4 compares the performance of the residential students
with the performance of the online students. This comparison includes only those students who
completed the entire course.
Briefly, OMSCS students outperformed residential students on every assessment in the class and in
the class as a whole. On seven of the fourteen assessments (highlighted in grey above), this difference
was statistically significant. Thus, in terms of duplicating the learning seen in the residential KBAI
class in the past, the online offering of CS7637 was successful: students in the online section performed
as well as or better than students in the residential section. This finding is important because it pertains
to the core assumption of the OMSCS program, namely, the learning in the OMSCS program is as
substantial, deep, and rigorous as in the residential MS in CS program. Results from our experiment
with the KBAI class lend some preliminary evidence in favor of the assumption.
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Table 4: Average grades on each assignment between the residential and OMSCS sections of CS7637 in
Fall 2014.

Item

Max

em

Max

Assignment 1
Assignment 2
Assignment 3
Assignment 4
Assignment 5
Assignment 6
Assignment 7
Assignment 8
Project 1
Project 2
Project 3
Project 4
Midterm
Final Exam
Final Grade

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
100
100
100
100
100
75
100

OMSCS
(Mean)

OMSCS
(SD)

OMSCS
(Mean)
3.90
3.94
3.95
3.92
3.89
3.86
3.91
3.97
94.47
92.74
93.10
92.0
70.2
93.76
92.32

OMSCS
(SD)
0.33
0.26
0.37
0.30
0.50
0.48
0.46
0.16
2.49
5.08
5.23
6.20
7.20
11.15
5.38

Residential
(Mean)
Residential
(Mean)
3.52
3.70
3.52
3.83
3.75
3.62
3.77
3.90
92.61
89.64
92.17
88.5
70.0
93.48
91.31

Residential
(SD)
Residential
(SD)
1.10
0.89
1.19
0.82
0.75
0.98
0.73
0.51
11.75
16.18
12.20
16.5
5.70
11.92
7.12

OMSCS Residential
OMSCS Residential
0.38
0.24
0.42
0.09
0.14
0.24
0.14
0.08
1.86
3.10
0.92
3.53
0.20
0.29
1.01

Design Guidelines
Our experience with the OMSCS KBAI class has led us devise ten guidelines for developing online
classes:
1.   Establish learning goals, outcomes, strategies, and assessments first: Actually this guideline has
been known for a long time and is equally applicable to online and residential learning.
However, it is surprising (and also a little disturbing) how often educators start teaching
without first establishing and articulating specific learning goals, outcomes, strategies, and
assessments. Once the learning goals, outcomes, strategies, and assessments have been
articulated, they can be shared, critiqued, revised, and become the basis of later reflection.
Section 5 enumerates our learning goals, outcomes, strategies, and assessments for the KBAI
class in both the online and residential sections.
2.   Allocate adequate time for design, development, and delivery: Design, development and
delivery of an online course is labor intensive and time consuming. We estimate that it took
>1000 hours of our time (~200-250 hours of the first author’s and ~750-800 of the second
author’s) to design and develop the OMSCS KBAI course starting from the materials for the
residential class we had taught for several years. We further estimate that it took ~120-130
hours per week on average (~10 hours of the first author’s, ~20 hours of the second author’s,
and ~90-100 hours of TAs’) to deliver the class over the 16 weeks of the Fall 2014 semester.
It is important to note that delivery of an online class is as important as its design and
development (though often the former receives much less attention than the latter).
3.   Deliberately recreate natural features of the residential class: The residential classes typically
have a structure and a rhythm, and it is important to recreate them in online courses. As an
example, in a residential class, the teacher may often share where the class stands in relation to
the learning goals, highlight salient points learned recently, and give reminders of upcoming
deliverables and deadlines. It is important to not only do the same for an online course, but
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4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

also establish rhythm. In the OMSCS KBAI class, we found that it helped to post “start of
week announcements” that sketched the upcoming lessons, deliverables and deadlines as well
as “end of week announcements” that highlighted salient lessons and points.
Leverage the advantages of digital media for online learning: Digital media offer unique
affordances for online learning. For example, digital media allow for asynchronous learning in
the form of watching the video lessons, completing the microexercises, discussing the class
materials, etc. Discussions in online classes may unfold over days or even weeks, and attract
scores or even hundreds of messages. As mentioned earlier, we used Piazza as the forum for
online discussions, and actively encouraged discussions, which resulted in ~6500
contributions. Some of the conversations were quite deep and continued for weeks.
Design project-based learning carefully: As we mentioned above, and as described in detail in
(Joyner et al. 2015), the design projects in the OMSCS CS 7637 class were successful in
accomplishing the outcomes desired of the class. The “learning by doing” projects motivated
and engaged most students in the class. The student performance on the projects was better
than we had expected based on our previous experiences with using similar projects in
residential classes (Goel et al., 2013). On reflection, we think the projects were so successful
because they were (a) personal (the students could relate to them in terms of their own
cognition), (b) incremental (students could measure the progress they were making in terms
of numbers of correctly addressed problems), and (c) challenging (few students could write AI
agents that could address all the problems on the projects) but achievable (almost all students
could write AI agents that could address at least a few problems).
Understand the audience: This applies to teaching in general, including both online and
residential classes. It is important to note the student demographics and learning goals of
online students can be quite different from that of their residential counterparts. While most
students in the residential class are in the 20 to 25 years range and have had only limited noncollege experience, most students in the OMSCS program are much older, and have had more
experience outside college. The OMSCS students typically are also more motivated and
engaged. This means that it is not only appropriate but also productive to challenge their
abilities.
Break the isolation experienced by many online students: Students in residential classes get to
meet the instructor and other students in the classroom. Students in residential classes can also
meet the instructor, the teaching assistants and other students outside the classroom. Online
students typically do not have the same privileges, and thus some online students can
sometimes feel isolated. It is important to help online students overcome this feeling of
isolation. We used several strategies for this, including asking all students to post introductory
messages to the Piazza forum in the first week of classes, encouraging them to post additional
messages during the course and answering the messages promptly and positively, and holding
regular and frequent office hours via Google Hangout,
Solicit feedback and be ready to iterate: Any class, whether online or residential, is an
experiment in teaching and learning. In case of the OMSCS KBAI class, we deliberately viewed
the class as an experiment as described earlier. Thus, we sought formative assessment early and
often: for example, we conducted (anonymized) quarterly survey of students. Further, we used
the student feedback to revise the course both during the semester and between semesters.
Leverage peer feedback and autograding wisely: Peer feedback involves students giving each
other scores and feedback on their assignments, while autograding involves an AI agent giving
scores and feedback. Both of these can be powerful methods for scaling a class because they
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reduce the need to add more course staff as the class grows. However, these tools can also
reduce the quality of the class. Peer-written feedback will rarely be as accurate and effective as
expert-written feedback, while the process of systematizing projects to the point of being
autogradeable may compromise the learning goals. Instead, the results of peer review should
inform and complement the grading process rather than replacing it. Graders can be equipped
with the results of peer review, or the peer review can simply provide additional feedback.
Similarly, autograding results should be made available to students during the project design
so that iterative improvement is possible rather than reserving the benefits for the graders and
teaching team.
10.  Use the online class to enhance the residential class: A largely unexpected benefit of preparing
the OMSCS 7637 class was that it led to significant improvements in the teaching and learning
of the residential CS 7637/4635 course. While we had been incrementally revising the
residential class over the years, preparation of the online class made us reflect on the learning
goals, outcomes, assessments and strategies for the course. The revisions to the learning goals,
outcomes, assessments and strategies naturally led to revisions of the contents of the course. As
a result, we found improved teaching and learning in the residential class in Fall 2014.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the design, development, and delivery of an online course on artificial
intelligence. We also presented data from a quasi-experiment that compares the performance of the
students in the online course with the performance of students in a similar residential class. The data
appears to indicate both that the students in the online course performed at least as well as the students
in the residential class, and the feedback from the online students was quite positive. This initial data
lends some preliminary support for the core assumption of the OMSCS program, namely, the learning
in the OMSCS program is as substantial, deep, and rigorous as in the residential MS in CS program.
Based on this positive experience, we have taken several additional steps to promote teaching artificial
intelligence online. First, we taught the course again in Spring 2015 and Summer 2015, are presently
teaching it in Fall 2015, and are committed to teaching it in Spring 2016 and Summer 2016. Second,
we have agreed to increase the size of the individual offerings of the course; while the Fall 2014 section
was capped at 200 students and the Spring 2015 was capped at 300, the Summer 2015 section has a
cap of 400. This will likely bring the course to ~1700 students over a 2-year period from Fall 2014
through Summer 2016. We will continue to push the limits of how many students we can successfully
teach in one offering of the course. Third, we have opened up the course video material to the world:
all KBAI lesson materials are now freely available to anyone (www.udacity.com/course/ud409).
Courses at other colleges are welcome to use the materials in whole or part, and anyone in the world
can also access these materials; these materials include all video lectures for the course, as well as the
interactive microexercises and set of nanotutors. Fourth, in Spring 2015, we partnered with Georgia
Tech Professional Education (GTPE) to offer a more open section of KBAI: whereas students must
be accepted to the OMSCS program to take the KBAI section described here, anyone could join the
GTPE section – and about 20 students did - complete the projects and assignments, receive feedback
from TAs, and earn a verified certificate of completion. Fifth, in Fall 2015 we are again offering both
the residential and online sections of the course in parallel and repeating the quasi-experiment
described in this article.

This is an exciting time to be teaching and learning about AI. We can only hope that the availability
of this KBAI course inspires more students to learn about AI, inspires other schools to increase their
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investment in AI education and research, and inspires other professors and colleges to develop their
own online courses on AI.
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